Scholarship of Teaching and Learning Contest for Best Application of SoTL Knowledge Beyond the Individual Classroom

RECEPTION for Award Recipients

Wednesday, APRIL 29
3:00 to 4:30 p.m.
Resource Commons of CTLT (ITDC Building)

This contest recognized the best team or academic unit who applied SoTL research results/literature beyond the individual classroom to solve a problem, achieve a goal, or exploit an opportunity resulting in improved teaching or enhanced student learning at Illinois State University.

Please join your colleagues in honoring the contest winners below. Each team will give an informal, 5-10 minute summary of their SoTL application project about mid-way through the reception.

Winning Team Project: "SoTL to Support Curricular Change in Communication Sciences & Disorders"
Jennifer Friberg, Lisa Vinney, Jennine Harvey, & Heidi Harbers - CSD

Honorable Mention Team Project: "Creating a new teaching evaluation instrument for the School of Communication (SoC)"
Maria Moore, Cheri Simonds, Lance Lippert, Kevin Meyer, & Megan Koch - COM, & Derek Story, -HR

Refreshments will be served.

Also announcing Volume 3 (2015) issue of Gavisus, the ISU, multi-media SoTL journal now online at http://gavisus.weebly.com/current-issue.html